
 

 

Year 2017 Horoscope Job & Career Analysis Report for Mr 

XXXXXXXXX 
 

Dear Sir, 

Thanks for your order for Yearly Report for the year 2017. Instead of going into 

very general predictions, we will focus more towards the queries posed by you. 
 

We have gone through the Horoscopes in detail, prepared and give below our 

considered opinion.  

Here we want to underline that Astrology is meant for guidance about the nature 

of path, called Destiny, in the journey of Life. This path may be smooth, bumpy 

or full of potholes. But, you can always modify, moderate or accentuate the 

impact of this path on your journey of Life, by your Karma (actions), will power 

and astrological remedies. But, for amending this path, you should have the 

knowledge of the limit as well as direction, of the possible amendment in your 

path of Destiny, which is provided by the great science of Astrology.  

This report by AstroDevam.com will help you to understand the extent, 

directions and ways of modifying, moderating or accentuating the effects of 

path of Destiny on your journey of Life. 

Another aspect, which we want to stress here, is that what God wills can only be 

revealed and hence the entire process of astrological consultation is based on 

divine blessings.  

 

Your Horoscope 

We have gone through your horoscope, and as desired by you, we have focused 

mainly on Job and Career aspects of your life in the Year 2017. 

For analysing Job and Career aspects of your horoscope, as dictated by the 

Vedic Astrological Norms, 2nd house (House of wealth or source of earning), 

6th House (House of Job or Service), 10th house (House of prestige and growth 

in career) and 11th house (House of Gains) are to be taken care of along with 

their lords.  



 

 

In addition to above, the D10 (Dashamamsha) chart, a divisional horoscope 

focussing on Career aspects is to be analysed.  

In your horoscope, 2nd house is aspected by its own Lord Saturn, placed in 5th 

house, giving strength to the Second House. Incidentally, Saturn in your 

horoscope is debilitated, being not an auspicious position, indicating occasional 

disturbances in the position of wealth.  

Venus, Lord of 6th House (House of Job or Service) is favourably placed in the 

Seventh House in a friendly Zodiac Sign, but it being combust with the Sun, 

significator of higher ups and bosses, indicate that many a time, your boss will 

create problems in your growth pattern, especially, when you are being 

considered for a senior or top position. 

Mercury, lord of 10th house (House of prestige and growth in career) is posited 

in own sign in 7th house, which is certainly an auspicious position, indicating 

you must have grown in your life, on your own.  

Although, Lord of 11th house (House of Gains), Venus is comfortably placed in 

the Seventh House, in a zodiac sign, owned by its own friend Mercury, but 

placement of eighth lord Moon in the 11th house, indicates high volatility in 

your income pattern.  

In D10 chart, mercury is posited in 6th house in own sign, debilitated Saturn is 

posited in 4th house and Venus is posited in 2nd house. This combination shows 

that great amount of success, with sheer hard work and struggle. 

All the above combinations are clear indicative of inconsistencies on the Career 

Front. You should reconcile with the fact that you may have to face frequent 

problems on the career front, coupled with differences with higher ups and 

seniors. 

 

 

 

The Year 2017 under Review 

 

Effect of Planetary Periods (Graha Periods) 



 

 

At present, you are undergoing, Minor Period (Antar Dasha) of Lord Moon, 

under the Major Period (Maha Dasha) of Lord Mercury from February 02, 

2016, and this period will end on July 21, 2017. After this, Minor Period (Antar 

Dasha) of Lord Mars, under the Major Period (Maha Dasha) of Lord Mercury 

will start from July 22, 2017, and this period will end on July 18, 2018. 

In your horoscope, mercury is the lord of 7th and 10th house, posited in the 7th 

house of the birth chart, in its own sign. Moon is the lord of 8th house posited in 

the 11th house of the birth chart. These placements of planets show that 

instability and hardship is there in the Dasha of Lord Moon i.e. from February 

02, 2016 to July 21, 2017. Mars is the lord of 5th and 12th house posited in 7th 

house of the birth chart. During this Dasha (Period) i.e. from July 22, 2017 to 

July 18, 2018, you will have to switch to a new employer. Furthermore, this 

period is excellent for searching job avenues in the foreign countries. 

 

Effect of Transit of Saturn 

In this year, Saturn will be transiting over the Third house from Natal 

Moon and First House from Lagna (Ascendant) for the period 26 Jan 2017 

to 21 Jun 2017 and later from 26 Oct 2017 to the Year end.  

Saturn's journey through the third house from the Moon is auspicious, especially 

relating to work and finances. You are likely to make money in more than one 

way. Success comes from joining new employers.  This is particularly good 

time to join a firm relating to poultry farming or agriculture. You may also 

consider working in a real estate firm during this time.  

You are very fair chances of getting a promotion, increase in authority, or a pay 

rise.  Attention is given to your intelligence, ability and effort and you are likely 

to climb up the social ladder. There is a good chance of getting assistance with 

your work. You will succeed in any kind of discussions and be able to put your 

point across much more easily than before. You will feel a spring in your 

footstep denoting good health and vitality of spirit.  

In this year, Saturn will be transiting over the Second house from Natal 

Moon and Twelfth House from Lagna (Ascendant) for the period 21 Jun 

2017 to 26 Oct 2017. 



 

 

Suddenly, you will feel that period of 2016 has come back. Saturn in the second 

house from your Moon sign generally denotes a difficult time. Objectives may 

be hard to achieve or may not produce the desired results. Proceed cautiously at 

work, as this may not be a favourable time for you. Avoid disputes and 

differences with colleagues. During this time, you may get involved in 

unnecessary quarrels and may create new enemies, due to communication issues 

in your organisation.  Be careful of your image in and outside your organisation. 

Travel to a foreign land is possible during this time on deputation or on sight 

appointments, which may not serve the exact purpose. 

 

 Effect of Transit of Jupiter 

This year Jupiter will be moving Tenth House from the Lagna/ Ascendant 

and Twelfth house from Natal Moon up to 12 Sep 2017.   

This indicates high level of exertion, coupled with growth in career for you. The 

growth in pay packet may not be in proportion to growth in job. Above all, you 

may also find difficulty in achieving the targets, especially if your organisation 

is related to the transport or communication.  

In this period, you may achieve something big, if you have to stay away from 

your native place and away from your children.  

During this period you are susceptible to go astray and behave in a way that is 

not usual of you. Your good conduct may vanish temporarily during this phase 

and you may be negative in your attitude, which may affect your long term 

career strategies. However, some of you are likely to get heavy incentive and 

bonus, with which you may consider buying something luxurious of your 

choice.  

This year Jupiter will be moving Eleventh House from the Lagna/ 

Ascendant and First House from Natal Moon from 12 Sep 2017 to the year 

end.   

During this period, Jupiter will move through your first house from the Moon. 

This brings about some significant complicated results into your career, as 

financial benefits will be there, but along with additional responsibilities. Your 

health would require extra attention and care in order to avoid any kind of 

diseases. Avoid taking extreme labour and efforts, when handling job 



 

 

responsibilities, when it comes to your health. Avoid long distance travel, as it 

may not yield the expected result during this time. You are also likely to suffer 

during this travel.  

Moreover, put extra effort to complete your projects successfully and on time. 

This period may also see you suffer from the wrath of the seniors in the 

hierarchy and loss of position at work. Hold on to your position and respect and 

do not put these into risk, at any cost. Be cautious in your decisions and while 

dealing with people. You would also need to keep your spirits high, as this 

period may bring along mental agony and depression as well. However, some of 

you may also find solutions to some of your pending issues in your job e.g. long 

due promotion etc. during this particular time.  

 

Your Query: 

How is the year 2017 for me in terms of Job and Career? 

Based on analysis given above, you should be ready to bear additional 

responsibilities in the year 2017. Financially, this year you will be well 

off, or even better than 2016. You may also try to explore some new 

options for joining new organisation, especially in some foreign country, 

where you will get all type of satisfaction. That will be the best strategy 

for growth on the Job and Career front. 

Health issues and communication problems may create limiting factors, 

otherwise, 2017 will be a better year than 2016. 

 

Our recommendations 

Implement following recommendations, keep your calm, and do not get 

perturbed with the hurdles. You will certainly get relief coupled with Love, 

Peace and Harmony: 

1. Wear good quality ‘Firoja’ in ring or pendant, after being energized in 

authentic manner. These gemstones will help you a lot. 

2. Install a genuine Parad Shivlingam of reasonably good size on your 

business desk, and focus upon it time to time. 

https://astrodevam.com/gemstones-birthstone/feroza-turquoise.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/parad-mercury-items-products/parad-mercury-shivling-shiva-lingam.html


 

 

3. You may also wear energized Astro Vedic Dwi Mukhi (Two Face) 

Rudraksha and Astro Vedic Four Face Rudraksha. These two Rudrakshas 

will improve your interpersonal skills in your profession as well as 

domestic environment. 

4. Our distant energy scanner experts have suggested some Vastu Energy 

defects in your house. See that you do not have WC or something realted to 

fire in the western direction of your house. Direction is to be checked from 

the centre of the house. You may consider checking Vastu of your house 

from us. 

5. In case of excessive, negative thought pattern, you may contemplate to 

wear a Sphatik Mala (Crystal Rosary).  

6. Install Rahu Yantra in the South West direction of your house. You may 

also place Nariyal Monkey in the South West direction. 

7. Use Yellow and light red colours in your surroundings as much as possible; 

and avoid black and blue colours in excess throughout the year 2017. 

8. You may also install Shani Shankh and Siyar Singhi at your pooja/ worship 

place. 

In case of any query or confusion, we are just a mail away.  

 

Astro-Logically Yours, 

Astro Devam Team 

 

*In the past, many websites, run by business houses and pseudo astrologers, have copied our 

reports, without understanding their inherent meaning. Wherever and whenever found, we 

have already initiated and continue to initiate legal action against many of them, as this 

practice not only violets our Intellectual Property Rights, but it is also against the interest of 

the persons, to whom, these fraudulent websites forward counterfeit reports prepared on the 

basis of our reports. Despite of threat of legal action by us, they continue to copy our reports. 

So, we had no option, but to blur some sections of our prized reports, especially the section 

pertaining to Remedies. The highly effective remedies, which are suggested by us in our 

reports, are result of years of deep research by the AstroDevam team of Astrologers, under 

the guidance Achary Kalki Krishnan, and we would not like to them being misused in the 

hands of these money minded fraudsters. 

 

 

https://astrodevam.com/products-items/rudraksha-rudraksh/do-mukhi-two-face-rudraksha.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/rudraksha-rudraksh/do-mukhi-two-face-rudraksha.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/rudraksha-rudraksh/chaturmukhi-four-faces-rudraksha.html
http://astrodevam.com/vastu-vaastu-vasthu-vaasthu.html
https://astrodevam.com/rosary-mala/sphatik-crystal
https://astrodevam.com/yantra-products/rahu-yantra-vastu.html
https://astrodevam.com/nariyal-monkey-dinm-001.html
https://astrodevam.com/products-items/tantra-products/kachchap-shani-shankh-conch.html
https://astrodevam.com/siyar-singhi-tantratass-001.html

